
 
ALUTEC Launches New Alloy Wheel 

SOLAR Especially for Electric Cars 
  
Bad Dürkheim, September 6, 2021 

 

ALUTEC, a brand of Superior Industries, is starting the fall season by launching 
the new SOLAR alloy wheel. Styled for the use on electric vehicles, the wheel is 
now available in two different color versions as a 19-inch variant with several five-
hole connections. 
 
ALUTEC is celebrating its 25th anniversary in 2021. To mark the occasion, the brand is 
heralding a new era with SOLAR, the first alloy wheel from ALUTEC to be designed 
especially for electric cars. With its distinctive character, SOLAR brings an unmistakable 
style to the road.  
 
Distinctive details set the wheel apart 
 
Graphic details on the spokes give the wheel a sporty look. This fits in perfectly with the 
sustainable vehicles and gives them a unique recognition value. To begin the new 
season, SOLAR is available in the colors metal-grey and diamond-black. The 8.0 x 19-
inch version comes with various five-hole connections, meaning that it fits many common 
electric car models. 
 
Get in and take off: ECE certified 
 
In addition to its appearance, SOLAR is also set apart by how easy it is to purchase – 
almost all versions are ECE certified and can be operated without further tests or 
inspections. That means you can simply mount the wheels on the approved tires and set 
off straight away. What’s more, ALUTEC grants the popular five-year warranty for 
SOLAR. The wheels are therefore protected, allowing you to relax and enjoy the ride.  
Find out more at: ALUTEC SOLAR - ALUTEC Leichtmetallfelgen 



 
 
SOLAR at a glance: 
Paint:  diamond black1, polar metal-grey 1 

Design: 8.0 x 19 inches; various 5-hole connections 

ECE certified:   yes 

ABE certified:   yes 

_____________ 
1Five-year warranty in accordance with the general terms and conditions of Superior Industries Leichtmetallräder 
Germany GmbH, available at www.supind.com/gtc. 

 
 

About Superior Industries  
 
Superior is one of the world’s leading manufacturers of aluminum wheels for light vehicles. Superior 
supplies aluminum wheels to well-known automotive manufacturers and is the market-leading 
manufacturer of aluminum wheels for the accessories market (aftermarket) in Europe. 
 
Superior maintains the leading European aftermarket brands ATS®, RIAL®, ALUTEC®, and ANZIO®. 
Superior has eight production plants, which are located in the U.S., Mexico, Germany and Poland. 
Superior currently employs more than 7,600 people worldwide. 
 
Headquartered in Southfield, Michigan, Superior is listed on the New York Stock Exchange. For more 
information, please visit www.supind.com. 
 
 
For more information, please contact: 
 
Franziska Dattilo 
E-mail: fdattilo@supind.com 
Superior Industries Europe AG  
Gustav-Kirchhoff-Strasse 10  
67098 Bad Dürkheim  
Germany  
 

 
 

 
 


